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Plasmodesmata act as key elements in intercellular communication, coordinating processes 3 
related to plant growth, development and responses to environmental stresses. While many of 4 
the developmental, biotic and abiotic signals are primarily perceived at the plasma membrane 5 
(PM) by receptor proteins, plasmodesmata also cluster receptor-like activities and whether or 6 
not these two pathways interact is currently unknown. 7 
 8 
Here we show that specific PM-located Leucine-Rich-Repeat Receptor-Like-Kinases (LRR-9 
RLKs), KIN7 and IMK2, which under optimal growth conditions are absented from 10 
plasmodesmata, rapidly relocate and cluster to the pores in response to osmotic stress. This 11 
process is remarkably fast, it is not a general feature of PM-associated proteins and is 12 
independent of sterol- and sphingolipid- membrane composition. Focusing on KIN7, 13 
previously reported to be involved in stress responses, we show that relocalisation upon 14 
mannitol depends on KIN7 phosphorylation. Loss-of-function mutation in KIN7 induces 15 
delay in lateral root (LR) development and the mutant is affected in the root response to 16 
mannitol stress. Callose-mediated plasmodesmata regulation is known to regulate LR 17 
development. We found that callose levels are reduced in kin7 mutant background with a root 18 
phenotype resembling ectopic expression of PdBG1, an enzyme that degrades callose at the 19 
pores. Both the LR and callose phenotypes can be complemented by expression of KIN7 -20 
wild-type and –phosphomimic variants but not by KIN7 phosphodead mutant which fails to 21 
relocalise at plasmodesmata. Together the data indicate that re-organisation of RLKs to 22 
plasmodesmata is important for the regulation of callose and LR evelopment as part of the 23 









Plasmodesmata are nano-scaled membranous pores that span the plant cell wall creating both 31 
cytoplasmic and membrane continuums between cells (Tilsner et al., 2016, 2011). By 32 
interconnecting most cells throughout the whole plant body, plasmodesmata form a 33 
symplastic network which supports and controls the movement of molecules from cell-to-cel , 34 
within a given tissue or organ, and the long-distance transport when combined with the 35 
vasculature (Corbesier, 2009; Kragler et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2012; Reagan et al., 2018) 36 
Given their central function in intercellular communication, plasmodesmata orchestrate 37 
processes related to plant growth and development but also responses to pathogens and 38 
abiotic stresses (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2013, 2010; Caillaud et al., 2014; Cui and Lee, 2016; 39 
Daum et al., 2014; Faulkner et al., 2013; Gallagher et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2011; Lexy et al., 40 
2018; Lim et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2012; Miyashima et al., 2019; Tylewicz and Bhalerao, 41 
2018; Vaten et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2016). Plasmodesmata also act as specialised signalling 42 
hubs, capable of generating and/or relaying signalling from cell-to-cell through 43 
plasmodesmata-associated receptor–activity (Faulkner, 2013; Stahl et al., 2013; Stahl and 44 
Faulkner, 2015; Vaddepalli et al., 2014) 45 
Plasmodesmata specialised functions hinges on their molecular specialisation (Bayer et al., 46 
2004; Nicolas et al., 2017). The pores are outlined by highly-specialised plasma membrane 47 
microdomains which cluster a specific set of both proteins and lipids, compared to the bulk 48 
PM (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2013; Fernandez-Calvino et al., 2011; Grison et al., 2015; Levy et 49 
al., 2007; Salmon and Bayer, 2013; Simpson et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2008; Vaten et al., 50 
2011; Xu et al., 2017). Amongst the array of proteins that localise to plasmodesmata, receptor 51 
proteins and receptor protein kinases have recently emerged as critical players for modulating 52 
cell-to-cell signalling in response to both developmental and stress-related stimuli (Faulkner 53 
et al., 2013; Stahl and Faulkner, 2015; Stahl and Simon, 2013; Vaddepalli et al., 2014). For 54 
instance, Plasmodesmata Located Protein 5 (PDLP5), a receptor-like protein, is necessary for 55 
callose induced-plasmodesmata closure in response to salicylic acid, a pivotal hormone in 56 
innate immune responses (Lee et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). Similarly, up-regulation of 57 
PDLP1 during mildew infection promotes down-regulation of plasmodesmata permeability 58 
(Caillaud et al., 2014). Membrane associated Receptor Like Kinases (RLKs), such as 59 
STRUBBELIG localises at plasmodesmata where it interacts with QUIRKY to regulate organ 60 
formation and tissue morphogenesis (Vaddepalli et al., 2014). Similarly, the receptor kinase 61 
CRINKLY4 presents dual localisation at the PM and plasmodesmata and is involved in root 62 
 
 4 
apical meristem maintenance and columella cell identity specification (Stahl et al., 2013). 63 
CRINKLY4 forms homo- and hetero-meric complexes with CLAVATA1, depending on its 64 
subcellular localisation at the PM or at plasmodesmata (Stahl et al., 2013). 65 
Activation/inactivation of signalling cascades often correlates with receptor complex 66 
association/dissociation to PM microdomains (Hofman et al., 2008). There is a high diversity 67 
of microdomains that co-exist at the PM allowing the separation of different signalling 68 
pathways (Bücherl et al., 2017; Jarsch et al., 2014; Raffaele et al., 2007). For instance in 69 
plants, the localisation of FLAGELLIN SENSING 2 and BRASSINOSTEROID 70 
INSENSITIVE 1 in distinct microdomains enable cells to differentiate between fungus-71 
induced immunity and steroid-mediated growth, and this is despite the fact that these two 72 
signalling cascades share common components (Bücherl et al., 2017). In mammals, the 73 
EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR reversibly associates and dissociates with 74 
PM microdomains, which in turn control the activation and inactivation of signalling events 75 
(Bocharov et al., 2016; Hofman et al., 2008). Spatio-temporality and dynamics of receptor-76 
complexes appears critical for regulating signalling events. In plants, both the PM and 77 
plasmodesmata pores present receptor-like activities but at present it is not clear whether 78 
these interact.  79 
 80 
Here, we present data revealing that the PM-located Leucine Rich Repeat Receptor Like 81 
Kinases (LRR-RLKs), KIN7 (Kinase7; AT3G02880) and IMK2 (Inflorescence Meristem 82 
Kinase2; AT3G51740) rapidly re-organise their subcellular localisation and relocate at 83 
plasmodesmata intercellular pores, upon mannitol and NaCl treatments. This process occurs 84 
within less than 2 min and it is not a general behaviour of PM or microdomain-associated 85 
proteins. Focusing on KIN7, which has been previously shown to be involved in sucrose- and 86 
ABA-related responses and associated with lipid nanodomains (Isner et al., 2018; Szymanski 87 
et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2013), we show that relocalisation does not depend on sterol or 88 
sphingolipid membrane composition. KIN7 is phosphorylated in response to various abiotic 89 
stresses such as salt and mannitol-treatments (Chang et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2010; Hem et 90 
al., 2007; Hsu et al., 2009; Kline et al., 2010; Niittylä et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2013) and our 91 
data evidence that KIN7 phosphorylation is important for plasmodesmata localisation in 92 
control and mannitol-stress conditions. KIN7 phosphodead but not phosphomimic mutant is 93 
impaired in plasmodesmata localisation upon stress. Loss-of-function in KIN7 in Arabidopsis 94 
results in a reduction in lateral root (LR) numbers in control conditions and affects root 95 
response to mannitol treatment. These phenotypes can be complemented by KIN7 wild-type 96 
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protein and KIN7 phosphomimic, but not KIN7 phosphodead protein mutant. Our data further 97 
indicate that callose deposition at plasmodesmata is modified upon mannitol stress and that 98 
phosphorylation of KIN7 is important to regulate LR response to mannitol most likely via a 99 
mechanism that modulates the levels of callose. 100 
The work emphasizes the dynamic nature of plasmodesmata membrane domains, which can 101 
within few minutes of stimulation recruit PM located receptor-like proteins that presumably 102 
trigger local mechanisms that regulate plasmodesmata aperture and, thereby, the 103 
developmental response to environmental stresses.  104 





The PM-associated LRR-RLKs KIN7 and IMK2 dynamically associate with 108 
plasmodesmata in response to mannitol and salt treatments.  109 
A survey of the recently published Arabidopsis plasmodesmata-proteome (Brault et al., 2018) 110 
identified several members of the RLKs family present in the plasmodesmata fraction with 111 
clade III members being predominant (Supplemental Table. S1). As plasmodesmata have 112 
been reported to be composed of sterol- and sphingolipid-enriched microdomains (Grison et 113 
al., 2015; Nicolas et al., 2017), we focused on RLKs which may preferentially associate with 114 
lipid microdomains by cross-referencing the accessions with seven published Detergent 115 
Resistant Membrane (DRM) proteome (Demir et al., 2013; Keinath et al., 2010; 116 
Kierszniowska S, Seiwert B, 2009; Minami et al., 2009; Shahollari et al., 2005, 2004; 117 
Srivastava et al., 2013; Szymanski et al., 2015). By doing so, we identified two Leucine Rich 118 
Repeat (LRR) RLKs, Kinase7 (KIN7, AT3G02880) and Inflorescence Meristem Kinase 2 119 
(IMK2, AT3G51740), which were relatively abundant in the plasmodesmata proteome and 120 
consistently identified in DRM fractions (Supplemental Table S2).  121 
We next investigated the subcellular localisation of the two LRR-RLKs, by transiently 122 
expressing the proteins as green (GFP) fluorescent protein fusions in Nicotiana Benthamiana 123 
leaves followed by confocal imaging. Under control conditions, both KIN7 and IMK2 were 124 
found exclusively located to the PM with no specific enrichment at plasmodesmata (Fig. 1A-125 
D). However, when subjected to 0.4 M Mannitol or 100 mM NaCl both proteins re-organise 126 
at the cell periphery in a punctate pattern (Fig. 1A, C arrows). Co-localisation with the 127 
plasmodesmata marker, PDLP1-mRFP (Amari et al., 2010), revealed that the mannitol- and 128 
salt-induced peripheral dots co-localised with plasmodesmata (Fig. 1A, C). In order to 129 
quantify plasmodesmata depletion/enrichment under control and stress conditions, we 130 
measured the plasmodesmata index, called PD index, by calculating the fluorescence intensity 131 
ratio between plasmodesmata (green signal that co-localizes with PDLP1-mRFP) versus PM 132 
(see Methods and Supplemental Fig. S1). In control conditions both KIN7 and IMK2 133 
displayed a PD Index below 1 (median value) indicating no specific enrichment at 134 
plasmodesmata compared to the PM. However, upon short-term (5-30 min) mannitol or NaCl 135 
treatment this value raised up to 1.5- 2 (Fig. 1B, D), confirming plasmodesmata enrichment. 136 
In addition to clustering at plasmodesmata, we also observed a r -organisation of the LRR-137 
RLK KIN7 within the PM plane into microdomains at the surface of epidermal cells (Fig. 138 
1E), from which the proton pump ATPase PMA2 (Morsomme et al., 1998) was excluded.  139 
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To confirm these results, we generated A. thaliana transgenic lines expressing KIN7 tagged 140 
with GFP (Fig. 2). In control condition KIN7 was located to the PM in both cotyledons and 141 
root tissues of one week-old seedlings, but re-organised at the PM and relocated to 142 
plasmodesmata upon mannitol treatment (Fig. 2A-D). Re-organisation at plasmodesmata was 143 
remarkably fast and happened within 1 to 4 min post-treatment in the cotyledons (Fig. 2E; 144 
Supplemental Movie1). A similarly rapid change of localisation was also observed upon NaCl 145 
(100 mM) treatment (Supplemental Fig. S2). 146 
From our data we concluded that both KIN7 and IMK2 LRR-RLKs can rapidly modulate 147 
their subcellular localisation and associate with plasmodesmata in response to osmotic stress.  148 
 149 
Relocalisation at plasmodesmata is not a general feature of PM or nanodomain-150 
associated proteins. 151 
To test whether plasmodesmata association in response to osmotic stress is a common feature 152 
of PM proteins, we investigated the behaviour of unrelated PM-associated proteins. We 153 
selected proteins that associate with the PM either through transmembrane domains, such as 154 
the Low Temperature Induced Protein 6B (Lti6b), the Plasma Membrane Intrinsic Protein 2;1 155 
(PIP2;1) and PMA2 (Cutler et al., 2000; Prak et al., 2008), or through surface interaction with 156 
inner leaflet lipids such as Remorin 1.2 and 1.3, which are also well-established lipid nano-157 
domain markers (Gronnier et al., 2017; Jarsch et al., 2014; Konrad et al., 2014). While KIN7 158 
became significantly enriched at plasmodesmata, none of the tested PM-associated proteins 159 
displayed plasmodesmata association upon short (1-5 min) 0.4 M mannitol treatment as 160 
indicated by their PD index, which remained below 1 (Fig. 3A-B).  161 
Altogether our results indicate that the capacity of KIN7 and IMK2 to relocalise at 162 
plasmodesmata upon stress is not a general feature of all PM proteins. 163 
 164 
Changes in sterols and sphingolipids composition do not affect KIN7 conditional 165 
association with plasmodesmata  166 
We next decided to investigate the mechanisms underlying plasmodesmata localisation of 167 
LRR-RLKs by focusing on KIN7. KIN7 has been proposed to associate with sterol- and 168 
sphingolipid-enriched PM nano-domains in plants (Demir et al., 2013; Keinath et al., 2010; 169 
Kierszniowska S, Seiwert B, 2009; Minami et al., 2009; Shahollari et al., 2005, 2004; 170 
Srivastava et al., 2013; Szymanski et al., 2015) (Supplemental Table. S2), and in animal cells 171 
lipid-nano-domains have been reported to coalesce and form signalling platforms in a sterol-172 
dependant manner (Gaus, 2014).  173 
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To test the importance of lipids, for plasmodesmal conditional association, we used 174 
pharmacological approaches and specifically inhibited sterols and sphingolipids biosynthesis 175 
(Grison et al., 2015; He et al., 2003; Wattelet-Boyer et al., 2016). For sterols, we used 176 
fenpropimorph (FEN100; 100 g/mL, 48 h) which acts directly in the sterol biosynthetic 177 
pathway by inhibiting the cyclopropyl-sterol isomerase, and which effects are well 178 
characterized in Arabidopsis seedlings (Hartmann et al., 2002; He et al., 2003). For 179 
sphingolipids, we focused on Glycosyl-Inositol-Phospho-Ceramides (GIPCs) which are the 180 
main sphingolipids associated with both plasmodesmata and lipid nano-domains (Cacas et al., 181 
2016; Grison et al., 2015). We modulated GIPCs content, using metazachlor (MZ100; 100 182 
nM/mL, 48 h) which reduces the very long chain fatty acid and hydroxylated very long chain 183 
fatty acid (VLCFA>24C and hVLCFA>24C) of GIPCs (Wattelet-Boyer et al., 2016). 184 
Alteration of the cellular pool of sterols and VLCFA-derived GIPCs was confirmed by gas 185 
chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (Fig. 4E,F). We observed a depletion of 22.6 186 
% of sterols and 30 % of hVLCFA and VLCFA consistent with previous studies (Grison et 187 
al., 2015; Wattelet-Boyer et al., 2016). Effectiveness of lipid inhibitor treatments on the PM 188 
lipid pool was also confirmed by the change of Remorin 1.2 organisation at the PM surface 189 
from nano-domains to a smooth pattern (Fig. 4D).  190 
Under conditions with no mannitol but sterol- and sphingolipid- inhibitors, we observed a 191 
minor but significant increase in the PD index of KIN7 under FEN100 and MZ100, which 192 
raised to 1.08 and 1.06, respectively, compared to DMSO control conditions with a PD index 193 
of 0.86 (Fig.4 C). The results indicate that modifying the cellular lipid pool can affect 194 
localisation to plasmodesmata. However, upon mannitol treatment (0.4 M, 1-5 min), effective 195 
KIN7 relocalisation to plasmodesmata was maintained in all conditions (Fig.4 A-C).  196 
These results suggest that sterols and sphingolipids are not essential for plasmodesmata 197 
clustering of KIN7 under mannitol treatment.    198 
 199 
KIN7 association with plasmodesmata is regulated by phosphorylation 200 
We next investigated whether KIN7 phosphorylation status could be involved in 201 
plasmodesmata targeting. Several phosphorylation sites have been experimentally reported for 202 
KIN7 (Supplemental Table. S3). KIN7 phospho-status varies upon various abiotic stresses 203 
such as salt and mannitol-treatments but also after exposure to sucrose and to hormones 204 
(Chang et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2010; Hem et al., 2007; Hsu et al., 2009; Kline et al., 2010; 205 
Niittylä et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2013). In the context of this study, we focused on two 206 
phosphorylation sites (S621 and S626), which were consistently and experimentally detected 207 
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in several phosphoproteomic studies, including in response to salt and mannitol exposure 208 
(Supplemental Table. S3). 209 
To test whether the phosphorylation of KIN7 could play a role in plasmodesmata association, 210 
we generated two KIN7 phosphomutants; the phosphomimic mutant (KIN7-S621D-S626D 211 
named hereafter KIN7-DD) and the phosphodead mutant (KIN7-S621A-S626A named 212 
hereafter KIN7-AA). Both were tagged with GFP, stably expressed under 35S in Arabidopsis 213 
and their localisation pattern analysed along with that of the wild type KIN7 protein (Fig. 5). 214 
Under control conditions, KIN7 and the phosphodead mutant KIN7-AA were localised at the 215 
PM (Fig.5A) and yielded PD indexs of 1.02 and 0.99 (median values; Fig. 5B-C), 216 
respectively indicating no specific plasmodesmata enrichment. By contrast KIN7-DD 217 
displayed a significantly higher PD index of 1.24 suggesting that, in control conditions, the 218 
phosphomimic mutant is already associated to plasmodesmata (Fig. 5A-C). Mannitol 219 
exposure (0.4 M Mannitol; 1-5 min treatment) triggered relocalisation of all proteins to a 220 
different extent. While KIN7 and KIN7-DD displayed a comparable PD index of 1.51 and 221 
1.52 respectively, the phosphodead variant KIN7-AA, displayed a PD index barely reaching 222 
1.20 (median values; Fig. 5B-C).  223 
From these data we concluded that KIN7 phosphorylation status influence plasmodesmata 224 
association and that mutations in the S621 and S626 phosphosites significantly alters KIN7 225 
re-organisation at the pores. 226 
 227 
KIN7 function in modulating root development and response to mannitol.  228 
Osmotic stress and mannitol treatments are known to affect root system architecture (Deak et 229 
al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2019; MacGregor et al., 2008; Roycewicz and Malamy, 2012; Zhou et 230 
al., 2018). KIN7 localizes to plasmodesmata in response to mannitol and mutants in callose 231 
degradation and plasmodesmata transport are impaired in LR density and patterning (Benitez-232 
Alfonso et al., 2013; Maule et al., 2013). We therefore tested KIN7 involvement in this 233 
pathway by determining its role in root development and in response to mannitol. 234 
 We first established the root phenotype of wild type Col-0 seedlings in mannitol (0.4M). 235 
After 3 days of exposure to mannitol, root length and LR number were reduced in comparison 236 
to seedlings in control media (Fig 6A-B). Mannitol treatment also modified callose, which 237 
appears reduced in internal root layers and increased in the epidermal cell layer (Fig. 7A-C) 238 
with a concomitant reduction of GFP symplastic movement into the epidermal cells when 239 
expressed under the SUC2 promoter (Fig. 7D-E).  240 
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Next, we compared the root phenotype of the wild type Col-0 and loss-of-function KIN7 241 
Arabidopsis mutant grown in parallel. Since KIN7 shares more than 90% similarity at the 242 
amino acid level to the LRR-RLK LRR1 (AT5G16590) and these proteins also display very 243 
similar expression profiles (Supplemental Fig. S3 and S4), we generated a double loss-of-244 
function mutant named kin7.lrr1. The kin7.lrr1 mutant and the overexpressor line 35S::KIN7-245 
GFP in the mutant background (see Supplemental Fig. S5 for expression levels) were grown 246 
in MS control media and root phenotype was analysed 9 days after germination. We found 247 
that the primary root length was not significantly different between Col-0, kin7.lrr1 and 248 
link7.lrr1 overexpressing KIN7 (Fig.6B, white box plots). LR development, on the other 249 
hand, was significantly affected in the kin7.lrr1 mutant and the KIN7 overexpressing line, 250 
with kin7.lrr1 displaying a reduced number of LR and KIN7 over expressor showing the 251 
opposite phenotype with an increase in LR number in comparison to wild type (Fig.6 A, white 252 
box plots).  253 
To further dissect this phenotype we examined the different stages of LR formation by 254 
subjecting the seedlings to a 90ゼ gravitropic stimulus, which triggers LR initiation in a very 255 
synchronized manner at the outer edge of the bend root (Péret et al., 2012). LR initiation and 256 
outgrow was observed at 18h and 42h post-gravitropic stimuli (Fig. 6 C). LR initiation was 257 
impaired in the kin7.lrr1 Arabidopsis mutant as 35% of the bend roots did not display LR 258 
primordium 18h after gravistimulation and no stage VI and VII primordia were found after 259 
42h. Over-expression of KIN7, on the other hand, resulted in only a slight delay in LR 260 
development. 261 
We also tested the response of the kin7.lrr1 mutant and KIN7 overexpressing line to mannitol 262 
treatment. Mannitol caused a similar reduction in root length in all the lines tested, i.e. 263 
kin7.lrr1, KIN7 overexpressing seedlings and Col-0 wild type (Fig.6 A-B, compare white and 264 
red boxes). However, while Col-0 wild type showed reduced number of LR in mannitol 265 
compare to control growth conditions, kin7.lrr1 was not significantly affected (Fig. 6A, 266 
compare white and red box plots). Hence, in kin7.lrr1 mutant the number of LR was not 267 
reduced further by mannitol exposure in comparison to control growth conditions. Expression 268 
of KIN7 in kin7.lrr1 background complemented the phenotype restoring LR response 269 
(reduced LR number) to mannitol (Fig. 6A). In summary, LR development and response to 270 
mannitol is significantly affected by mutation in KIN7.  271 
Since mannitol induces changes in callose deposition (Fig.7), we used immunolocalization to 272 
detect callose levels in kin7.lrr1 mutant and KIN7 overexpressor line (Fig. 8). The kin7.lrr1 273 
mutant showed reduced callose levels compared to wild type seedlings, while the over-274 
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expressing KIN7 lines appear to accumulate more callose (Fig.8A-B). These results suggest 275 
that callose down regulation may be accountable for kin7.lrr1 LR phenotype. To test this 276 
hypothesis, we studied the root phenotype in a line ectopically expressing PdBG1, a 277 
plasmodesmata associated 1-3 glucanase (AT3G13560) which degrades callose (Benitez-278 
Alfonso et al., 2013; Maule et al., 2013). Similarly to kin7.lrr1 mutant, over-expression of 279 
PdBG1 did not affect primary root length PdBG1 but LR number was reduced compared to 280 
Col-0 in control conditions (Fig.8 C). After mannitol treatment changes in LR number were 281 
reduced in the PdBG1 overexpressor to a lesser extent than wild type, partially resembling 282 
kin7.lrr1 response. This suggests that ectopic callose degradation is, at least partly, related to 283 
the LR response in control and mannitol growth conditions.  284 
Taking together, these results suggest that KIN7 is necessary to regulate LR development and 285 
response to mannitol via a mechanism possibly involving the synthesis and/or degradation of 286 
plasmodesmata-associated callose. 287 
 288 
KIN7 plasmodesmata localization is required to regulate callose and the root response to 289 
mannitol.  290 
Changes in KIN7 phosphorylation were found to be necessary for localisation of the protein at 291 
plasmodesmata in response to mannitol. To investigate the implications of KIN7 292 
phosphorylation for LR response to mannitol, we tested complementation of kin7.lrr1 293 
phenotype with both the KIN7 phosphomimic (KIN7-DD) and the phosphodead (KIN7-AA) 294 
mutant variants. Under control conditions, over expression of both KIN7-DD-GFP and KIN7-295 
AA-GFP variants in the kin7.lrr1 mutant background did not affect root length (Fig. 6B, 296 
white box plots). Reduced LR phenotype in kin7.lrr1 mutant was fully restored by expression 297 
of KIN7-DD, and only partially by expression of KIN7-AA (Fig. 6A, white boxes). 298 
Concomitantly, lines expressing KIN7-AA variant displayed a delay in LR primordium 299 
development with no stage VI and VII primordia at 42h after gravistimulation, a phenotype 300 
resembling kin7.lrr1 (Fig. 6C). Next, we tested the phenotype of these lines in mannitol. As in 301 
wild type Col-0, LR number was reduced in response to mannitol in kin7.lrr1 mutants 302 
expressing the phosphomimic but not the phosphodead KIN7 variant suggesting that KIN7 303 
phosphorylation is important for LR response to mannitol (Fig.6A, compare white to red 304 
boxes). 305 
We previously saw a defect in callose regulation at plasmodesmata in the kin7.lrr1 (Fig.8), so 306 
we next investigated the effect of KIN7 phosphomimic and phosphodead variants on the 307 
callose mutant phenotype. We used immunolocalization to compare callose levels in wild 308 
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type and in the kin7.lrr1 mutant expressing either KIN7-AA or KIN7-DD (Fig.8A-B). While 309 
callose levels in the kin7.lrr1 mutant expressing the phosphomimic version were comparable 310 
to KIN7 over expressing line, the phosphodead variant displayed a reduction of callose levels 311 
comparable to kin7.lrr1 mutant (Fig. 8A-B).  312 
To summarize, expression and phosphorylation-dependent relocalisation of KIN7 is important 313 
to regulate LR response to mannitol via a mechanism that modulates the levels of callose. 314 
  315 
DISCUSSION 316 
 317 
In this study we report the rapid change of location of two PM-located LRR-RLKs in 318 
response to osmotic stress. Under standard growth conditions, both KIN7 and IMK2 show an 319 
exclusive PM localisation, but exposure to salt or mannitol triggered their relocalisation to 320 
plasmodesmata. This re-arrangement happens remarkably fast, within the first two 2 minutes 321 
after stimulation, suggesting that this process may be either post-transcriptionally or post-322 
translationally regulated. Dynamic plasmodesmal association is neither a general feature of 323 
PM-associated proteins nor of microdomain-associated proteins, such as REM1.2 and 1.3, 324 
which localisations remain “static”. So far receptor-like proteins that associate with 325 
plasmodesmata have been reported to be spatially and stably confined to the PM microdomain 326 
lining the pores (Caillaud et al., 2014; Carella et al., 2015; Faulkner et al., 2013; Lim et al., 327 
2016; Stahl et al., 2013a; Thomas et al., 2008; Vaddepalli et al., 2014). Conditional 328 
association with plasmodesmata have however been reported for the ER-PM membrane 329 
contacts site protein, Synaptotagmin SYTA, which within few days post-viral infection is 330 
recruited by Tobamovirus viral movement protein to plasmodesmata active in cell-to-  331 
spread (Levy et al., 2015). Our data reporting rapid re-organisation of two LRR-RLKs, 332 
suggests that plasmodesmata molecular composition is more dynamic than previously thought 333 
and most likely changes in response to environmental stimuli. 334 
An important feature of the PM, which acts at the interface between the apoplastic and 335 
symplastic compartment, is its ability to respond to external and internal stimuli by 336 
remodelling its molecular organisation. This process takes many forms from the 337 
association/dissociation of proteins with nano-domains and complexes, through 338 
protein/protein and protein/lipid interactions, through the modification of ER-PM contacts, or 339 
post-translational modification such as phosphorylation or ubiquitination (Demir et al., 2013; 340 
Dubeaux et al., 2018; Julien Gronnier et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019; Perraki et al., 2018). This, 341 
most likely also applies to plasmodesmata, which need to quickly integrate development and 342 
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biotic/ abiotic stimuli to regulate their aperture. Spatio-temporal re-arrangement of RLKs 343 
from the bulk PM to plasmodesmata may provide a different membrane environment and 344 
protein partners, which in turn could modify the protein function. In line with that, the RLK 345 
CRINKLY4, is known to interact with CLAVATA1 and the heteromer displays different 346 
composition at the PM and at plasmodesmata indicating that local territory indeed modifies 347 
receptor activity/function (Stahl et al., 2013). 348 
In plants, protein mobility within the plane of the PM is restricted by the cell wall and appears 349 
to be rather slow compared to animal cells (Martiniere et al., 2012). Rapid re-arrangement of 350 
KIN7 within the plane of the PM was therefore unexpected. This pushed us to investigate the 351 
molecular determinants controlling plasmodesmata association. Our group previously showed 352 
that the specialised PM domain of plasmodesmata is enriched in sterols and sphingolipids. 353 
Altering the membrane sterol pool lead to plasmodesmata protein mis-localisation and defcets 354 
in callose-mediated cell-to-cell trafficking (Grison et al. 2015a). Both KIN7 and IMK2 were 355 
reported to associate with DRM (Demir et al., 2013; Keinath et al., 2010; Kierszniowska S, 356 
Seiwert B, 2009; Shahollari et al., 2005; Srivastava et al., 2013; Szymanski et al., 2015), 357 
hence supposedly sterol- and sphingolipid-enriched PM nanodomains. However, inhibiting 358 
sterol- and VLCFA-sphingolipid synthesis had no effect on KIN7 relocalisation to 359 
plasmodesmata upon stress conditions (Demir et al., 2013; Kierszniowska S, Seiwert B, 360 
2009).  361 
Protein phosphorylation has been reported as one of the early post-translational responses to 362 
osmotic stress (Nikonorova et al., 2018) and KIN7 has multiple phosphorylation sites and is 363 
phosphorylated in response to abiotic stress (Chang et al., 2012; Niittylä et al., 2007). Using 364 
phospho-mutants of KIN7, we showed that the phosphorylation status of KIN7 is important 365 
for subcellular localisation with the KIN7-DD phosphomimic mutant partially associating 366 
with plasmodesmata even in control conditions, while the KIN7-AA phosphodead mutant was 367 
significantly affected in its capacity to localise to plasmodesmata after mannitol treatment. 368 
Having said that, KIN7-AA mutant is still able to partially localise to the pores after stress 369 
(PD index of 1.2) indicating that other factors may be important to control this process. For 370 
KIN7, localization to the PM microdomains was previously shown to depend on cytoskeletal 371 
integrity (Szymanski et al., 2015) and involvement of cytoskeletal components in re-372 
organisation to plasmodesmata should be investigated in further studies.  373 
 374 
An explanation for why KIN7 and IMK2 cluster at plasmodesmata in response to mannitol 375 
and NaCl, and how this exactly impact on plasmodesmata function remains to be determined. 376 
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We postulate that our mannitol treatment induces a change in plasmodesmata permeability 377 
through callose deposition or removal as it has been observed for cold, oxidative, nutrient, 378 
and biotic stresses (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2011; Bilska and Sowinski, 2010; Cui and Lee, 379 
2016; Faulkner et al., 2013; Lexy et al., 2018; Sivaguru et al., 2000; Zavaliev et al., 2011). 380 
Callose is a well-established regulator of plasmodesmata-mediated cell-to- ll communication 381 
and modifying callose deposition at the pores has a strong impact on numerous developmental 382 
programs including LR formation (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2013; Maule et al., 2013; Otero et 383 
al., 2016). The balance between callose synthesis and degradation is tightly regulated through 384 
a set of callose-related enzymes. The plasmodesmata associated 1-3 glucanase PdBG1 385 
(AT3G13560) is involved in modulating plasmodesmata aperture through callose degradation 386 
and has been implicated in LR formation and patterning (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2013; Maule 387 
et al., 2013). Our data indicate that the KIN7 induced LR response in control and mannitol 388 
stress condition is likely to involve callose. Modifying plasmodesmata permeability by over-389 
expressing PdBG1 affect LR phenotype and resembles that of kin7.lrr1 and kin7.lrr1 over-390 
expressing KIN7-AA lines, which are also defective in callose regulation.  391 
 392 
To conclude, our work highlights the complex and dynamic regulation of symplastic 393 
intercellular communication in response to osmotic stress, a situation that plants are often 394 
confronted to in their environment. We propose that re-organisation of PM-located RLKs to 395 
plasmodesmata is an ingenious mechanism which combines “str s sensing” at the bulk PM 396 




FIG. LEGENDS 401 
 402 
Figure 1. IMK2 and KIN7 are PM-associated LRR-RLKs that re-organise at 403 
plasmodesmata upon salt and mannitol treatments. 404 
A-D, Transient expression in N. Benthamiana epidermal cells of IMK2-GFP and KIN7-GFP 405 
LRR-RLKs expressed under 35S promoter and visualised by confocal microscopy. In control 406 
conditions, the two LRR-RLKs localise exclusively at the PM and present no enrichment at 407 
plasmodesmata, which are marked by PDLP1-mRFP. Upon NaCl 100 mM (A, B) or mannitol 408 
0.4 M (C, D) treatment (5-30 min) the two LRR-RLKs relocalise to plasmodesmata 409 
(arrowheads). Yellow-boxed regions are magnification of areas indicated by yellow 410 
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arrowheads. Enrichment at plasmodesmata versus the PM was quantified by the PD index, 411 
which correspond to the fluorescence intensity ratio of the LRR-RLKs at plasmodesmata 412 
versus the PM in control and abiotic stress conditions (see Methods for details and 413 
Supplemental Fig. S1). n=4 experiments, 3 plants/experiment, 10 measures/plant. Wilcoxon 414 
statistical analysis: * p-value <0.05; ** p-value<0.01; *** p-value <0.001 415 
 E, Transient expression in N. Benthamiana epidermal cells of KIN7-TagRFP and PMA2-416 
GFP expressed under 35S promoter and visualised by confocal microscopy. Top surface view 417 
of a leaf epidermal cell showing the uniform and smooth distribution pattern of KIN7-418 
TagRFP and PMA2-GFP at the PM under control conditions. Mannitol treatment causes a 419 
relocalisation of KIN7-TagRFP, but not of PMA2-GFP, into microdomain-like structures at 420 
the PM on the upper epidermal cell surface. Intensity plot along the white dashed line visible 421 
on the confocal images. n=2 experiments, 3 plants/experiment. Scale bars= 10µm. 422 
 423 
Figure 2. Re-organisation of KIN7 at plasmodesmata upon abiotic stress occurs 424 
remarquably fast. 425 
Stable Arabidopsis line expressing KIN7-GFP, under 35S promoter and visualised by 426 
confocal microscopy. All images have been color-coded through a heat-map filter to highlight 427 
clustering at plasmodesmata.   428 
A-D, In control conditions, KIN7-GFP localises exclusively at the PM in cotyledons (A-C) or 429 
root epidermis (D) and is not enriched at plasmodesmata (marked by aniline blue staining, 430 
arrowheads). B are magnified regions indicated by yellow arrowheads in A. Upon mannitol 431 
0.4 M treatment, KIN7 relocalises to plasmodesmata where it becomes enriched (A and D, 432 
white arrowheads). Intensity plots along the white dashed lines are shown for KIN7-GFP 433 
localisation pattern in control and mannitol conditions.  434 
E, Time-lapse imaging of KIN7-GFP relocalisation upon mannitol exposure. Within less than 435 
two minutes plasmodesmata localisation already visible (white arrowhead). Please note re-436 
organisation is faster when KIN7 is stably expressed (less than 5 min when stably expressed, 437 
5-30 min when transiently expressed) 438 
F, Shows a color-coding bar for heat-map images. 439 
Scale bars= 10 m 440 
    441 
Figure 3. Conditional plasmodesmal association is not a general feature of PM-442 
associated proteins 443 
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 A, In control conditions, KIN7-GFP, the PM-associated protiens Lti6b-mCherry, PIP2;1-444 
GFP, PMA2-GFP, REM1.2-YFP and REM1.3-YFP show localisation to the PM and are not 445 
enriched at plasmodesmata (stained with aniline blue, arrowheads). Mannitol 0.4 M treatment 446 
(1-5 min) induces the re-organisation of KIN7 at plasmodesmata, while other PM-associated 447 
proteins stay excluded from plasmodesmata. Single confocal scan images of Arabidopsis 448 
transgenic seedlings (KIN7-GFP, Lti6b-mCherry, PIP2;1-GFP, REM1.2-YFP and REM1.3-449 
YFP) or N. benthamiana leaves transiently expressing PMA2-GFP. Yellow boxed regions are 450 
magnifications of areas indicated by yellow arrowheads. 451 
B, PD index for each PM-associated protein tested in A in control and mannitol conditions. 452 
n=3, 3 plants/line/experiment, 3 to 6 cells/plant, 5-10 ROI for PM and plasmodesmata per 453 
cell. Wilcoxon statistical analysis: * p-value <0.05; ** p-value<0.01; *** p-value <0.001.  454 
Scale bar=10µm 455 
 456 
Figure 4. Mannitol-induced relocalisation of KIN7 is independent of sterols and 457 
sphingolipids. 458 
A-C, Stable Arabidopsis line expressing KIN7-GFP, under 35S promoter and visualised by 459 
confocal microscopy after sterol- or very long chain GIPC- biosynthesis inhibitor treatments 460 
and mannitol 0.4 M exposure (1-5min). Arabidopsis seedlings were grown on normal agar 461 
plates for 5 days and then transferred to 100 µg/mL Fenpropimorph (FEN100), 100 nM 462 
Metazachlor (MZ100) or 3% DMSO agar plates for 48h. Compared to control (DMSO) 463 
conditions, FEN100 and MZ100 induce a slight increase in plasmodesmata localisation as 464 
indicated by the PD index (B, C) but KIN7-GFP was still preferentially located at the PM.  465 
Despite the lipid inhibitor treatments KIN7-GFP was nevertheless capable of re-organising at 466 
plasmodesmata after mannitol treatment. A, Confocal single scan images. Yellow-boxed 467 
regions are magnification of areas indicated by yellow arrowheads. B, C, PD indexes 468 
corresponding to panel A. n=3 experiments, 3 plants/line/experiment, 3 to 6 cells/plant, 5-10 469 
ROI for PM and plasmodesmata per cell. 470 
D, Localisation pattern of AtREM1.2-mCitrine in Arabidopsis cotyledons after 48h FEN100 471 
and MZ100 treatments showing reduced lateral organisation into microdomains at the 472 
epidermal cell surface upon lipid inhibitors.  473 
E, Sterol quantification after FEN100 treatment by gaz chromatography coupled to mass 474 
spectrometry. Left, Arabidopsis seedlings treated with FEN100 presented a 20% decrease of 475 
the total amount of sterols after 48h. Right, relative proportion of sterol species in Arabidopsis 476 
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seedling treated with FEN100 showing cycloartenol accumulation of 22,5%. Black: “normal” 477 
sterols; Red: cyloartenol. (n=3) Bars indicate SD.  478 
F, Total Fatty Acid Methyl Esthers (FAMES) quantification after MZ100 treatment by gaz 479 
chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry. VLCFA >24 (hydroxylated and non-480 
hydroxylated) are reduced by 30% on metazaclhor. (n=3) Bars indicates SD.  481 
Wilcoxon statistical analysis: * p-value <0.05; ** p-value<0.01; *** p-value <0.001; **** p-482 
value <0,0001. Scale bar= 10µm 483 
 484 
Figure 5. KIN7 phosphorylation regulates plasmodesmata association upon mannitol 485 
treatment.  486 
A-C, Stable Arabidopsis lines expressing KIN7-GFP, KIN7-DD GFP (phosphomimic variant 487 
S621D-S626D) and KIN7-AA-GFP (phosphodead variant S621A-S626A) under 35S 488 
promoter and visualised by confocal microscopy. Plasmodesmata were labelled by aniline 489 
blue (arrowheads).  490 
In control condition KIN7 and the phosphodead mutant, KIN7-AA showed a “smooth” 491 
localisation pattern at the PM (A) with no significant plasmodesmata association (B, C). The 492 
phosphomimic KIN7-DD however, displayed a weak but significant plasmodesmata 493 
localisation with a shift of its PD index from 0.99 to 1.20 (A-C). After mannitol (0.4 M) 494 
exposure (1-5 min), KIN7 and KIN7-DD similarly relocalise at plasmodesmata with a PD 495 
index of 1.52 and 1.53, respectively. Re-organisation to plasmodesmata was significantly less 496 
effective for KIN7-AA (A-C), with a PD index barely reaching 1.20 upon mannitol. For the 497 
phosphodead KIN7-AA mutant, plasmodesmata-association was not systematic as shown in 498 
red boxes in A. A, Confocal single scan images. Yellow-boxed regions are magnification of 499 
areas indicated by yellow arrowheads. B, C PD indexes corresponding to panel A. n=3 500 
experiments, 3 plants/line/experiments, 3 to 6 cells/plants, 5 to 10 ROI for PM and PD/cells. 501 
Wilcoxon statistical analysis: * p-value <0.05; ** p-value<0.01; *** p-value <0.001. Scale 502 
bars= 10µm.  503 
 504 
Figure 6. KIN7 is involved in root development and response to mannitol. 505 
A, LR number in wild type Col-0, kin7.lrr1 mutant, kin7.lrr1 expressing KIN7-GFP, KIN7-506 
DD-GFP, KIN7-AA-GFP under 35S promoter. Arabidopsis lines were grown for 9 days on 507 
MS plates for control conditions, or 6 days then transferred to MS plate containing 0.4 M 508 
mannitol before root phenotyping. LR number is represented by white and red box plots for 509 
control and mannitol treatment, respectively. In control conditions, kin7.lrr1 mutant displays 510 
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a decrease of LR number compared to the wild type. Overexpression of KIN7 and the 511 
phosphomimic KIN7-DD reverse this phenotype with more LR. Overexpression of KIN7-AA 512 
phosphodead only partially rescues kin7.lrr1 LR number phenotype.  513 
In response to mannitol treatment, Col-0 wild type and Arabidopsis seedlings overexpressing 514 
KIN7 and KIN7-DD in kin7.lrr1 mutant background all showed a decrease in LR number, 515 
whereas kin7.lrr1 and kin7.lrr1 overexpressing KIN-AA display the same number of LR as in 516 
control conditions.  517 
B, The primary root length was measured in parallel to the LR (A) using FIJI software. None 518 
of the lines tested presented a significant root length difference compare to Col-0 in control 519 
conditions (white box plot). After mannitol treatment, all the lines were similarly affected 520 
with a reduction of the primary root length (red box plot), with the KIN7-DD and KIN7-AA 521 
showing a slight increase in their root length compared to Col-0.   522 
n=2 experiments, 10 plants/line/experiments. Wilcoxon statistical analysis: * p-value <0.05; 523 
** p-value<0.01; *** p-value <0.001. Scale bars= 10µm. 524 
C, LR primordium stages, Top, Graphical summary of the gravistimulation and the 525 
development stages of the LR primordia adapted from Péret et al. 2012. Bottom, the LR 526 
primordium stages were determined 18h and 42h after gravistimulation, and are color-coded 527 
respectively in black and red. At 18h, the kin7.lrr1 mutant display a delay in LR primordium 528 
initiation with the absence of LR primordium initiation (stage 0) in 35% of the plants 529 
observed. At 42h both the kin7.lrr1 mutant and KIN7-AA GFP expressing lines showed a 530 
delay in LR primordium compared to other lines, with no stage VI or VII LR primordium. 531 
 532 
Figure 7. Callose and plasmodesmata trafficking is modulated upon mannitol treatment 533 
A-C, A, representative scheme showing the root cell lineage with epidermal cells coloured in 534 
red and “internal layers” coloured in blue. The same colour code has been conserved in the 535 
box plot representation to facilitate the lecture of the figure. B, Callose level quantifications; 536 
upon mannitol treatment (3h, 0.4 M mannitol) callose levels are down regulated in internal 537 
layers (blue) of the root while being up regulated in the epidermis (red). C, Representative 538 
confocal images of callose immunofluorescence (red) in wild type Col-0 Arabidopsis roots in 539 
control and mannitol treatment. DAPI staining of DNA (blue) was performed to highlight the 540 
cellular organisation of root tissues. Scale bar 10 m. 541 
D-E, Arabidopsis seedlings expressing pSUC2::GFP in under control and mannitol treatment 542 
(16h, 0.4 M mannitol). GFP symplastic unloading from the phloem to surrounding tissues is 543 
modified under mannitol treatment. We observed a reduction of GFP diffusion in epidermal 544 
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cells, which showed increased callose levels at plasmodesmata (panels B-C). Scale bar 50 545 
m. 546 
 547 
Figure 8. KIN7 is involved in callose regulation at plasmodesmata, which depends on 548 
KIN7 phosphorylation status. 549 
A-B, Quantification of callose levels in Col-0, kin7.lrr1 mutant, kin7.lrr1 overexpressing 550 
KIN7-GFP, KIN7-DD-GFP or KIN7-AA-GFP Arabidopsis roots. Seedlings were grown for 6 551 
days on MS plates. Both kin7.lrr1 and kin7.lrr1 expressing KIN7-AA present a defect in 552 
callose deposition with reduced levels internal tissues and in epidermal cells, compared to the 553 
Col-0. In the opposite way, overexpression of KIN7 and KIN7-DD phosphomimic induces an 554 
increase in callose deposition. (A) Representative confocal images of callose 555 
immunofluorescence (red) in roots. DAPI staining of DNA (blue) was performed to highlight 556 
the cellular organisation of root tissues. (B) Callose quantifications in “internal” root cell 557 
layers and epidermal cells. 558 
C, LR number in wild type Col-0 and PdBG1 overexpressing line. Arabidopsis lines were 559 
grown for 9 days on MS plates for control conditions, or 6 days then transferred to MS plate 560 
containing 0.4 M mannitol before root phenotyping. LR number is represented by white and 561 
red box plots for control and mannitol treatment, respectively. In control conditions, PdBG1 562 
over expressor displays a decrease of LR number compared to the wild type. In response to 563 
mannitol treatment, Col-0 wild type and Arabidopsis seedlings overexpressing PdBG1 564 
showed a decrease in LR number. The primary root length was measured in parallel to the LR 565 
(A) using FIJI software. None of the lines tested presented a significant root length difference 566 
compare to Col-0 in control conditions (white box plot). After mannitol treatment, all the lines 567 
were similarly affected with a reduction of the primary root length (red box plot). 568 
 569 
 570 
  571 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIG.S 572 
 573 
Supplemental Figure 1 574 
Plasmodesmata depletion or enrichment was assessed by calculating for a given protein the 575 
fluorescence intensity ratio between plasmodesmata (indicated PDLP1-mRFP or aniline blue; 576 
red circles/ROIs) versus the plasma membrane outside plasmodesmata (yellow circles/ROIs). 577 
A PD index above 1 indicate plasmodesmata enrichment. PD, plasmodesmata; PM, plasma 578 
membrane; ROI, region of interest. 579 
 580 
Supplemental Figure 2 581 
Stable Arabidopsis line expressing KIN7-GFP, under 35S promoter and visualised by 582 
confocal microscopy. All images have been color-coded through a heat-map filter to highlight 583 
clustering at plasmodesmata.   584 
A-D, In control conditions, KIN7-GFP localises exclusively at the PM in cotyledons (A-C) 585 
and is not enriched at plasmodesmata (marked by aniline blue staining, arrowheads). B and C 586 
are magnified regions indicated by yellow arrowheads in A. Upon NaCl 100 mM (1-5 min), 587 
KIN7 relocalises to plasmodesmata where it becomes enriched (A, arrowheads). Intensity 588 
plots along the white dashed lines are shown for KIN7-GFP localisation pattern in control and 589 
NaCl conditions.  590 
D, Time-lapse imaging of KIN7-GFP relocalisation upon NaCl exposure. Within less than 591 
two minutes plasmodesmata localisation already visible (white arrowhead). 592 
E, Shows a color-coding bar for heat-map images. 593 
Scale bars= 10 m 594 
 595 
Supplemental Figure 3 596 
Phylogenic tree of clade III LRR-RLKs showing that KIN7 and LRR1 are closely related. 597 
 598 
Supplemental Figure 4 599 
Expression pattern of KIN7 and LRR1 extracted from the Bio-Analytic Ressource for Plant 600 
Biology (bar.utoronto.ca) based on developmental transcriptome based RNA-seq profiling 601 
(Klepikova et al., 2016) showing similar expression patterns. 602 
 603 
Supplemental Figure 5 604 
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Expression of KIN7, and KIN7-GFP, KIN7-DD-GFP and KIN7-AA-GFP transgenes in 605 
kin7.lrr1 mutant background.  606 
 607 
Supplemental movie 1 608 
Time lapse confocal movie showing the rapid re-localisation of KIN7-GFP immediately after 609 
mannitol treatment. Time scale is visible at the top left. Color-coding bar for heat-map images 610 
same as in Figure 2. 611 
 612 
  613 
Supplemental Table S1 614 
List of RLKs extracted from the label-free Arabidopsis plasmodesmata proteome from Brault 615 
et al., 2018. PD, plasmodesmata fraction; TP; total cellular protein fractions, , microsomal 616 
protein fraction; CW, cell wall protein extracts. Stars: LRR-RLKs selected for further 617 
localisation analysis.  618 
 619 
Supplemental Table S2 620 
RLKs associated with lipid microdomains according to seven Detergent Resistant Membrane 621 
proteomic studies. The list of RLKs present in the Arabidopsis plasmodesmata proteome 622 
(Supplementary Table S1) was crossed referenced with published Detergent Resistant 623 
Membrane proteomes. RLKs were selected when present in at least two independent 624 
proteomic studies. 625 
 626 
Supplemental Table S3 627 
KIN7 phosphorylation sites (indicated in red) detected in phosphoproteomic studies. In bold 628 
the two phosphor-sites selected for this study. Stars indicate the end of the protein. 629 
 630 
Supplemental Table S4 631 
List of primers used in the present work 632 
 633 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 667 
Proteomic analyses 668 
We used the label-free plasmodesmata proteomic analysis of Brault et al. (Brault et al., 2018) 669 
to select RLK candidates. For that all members of the LRR-RLK family which displayed with 670 
a significant fold change (plasmodesmata/PM enrichment ratio >2) were selected 671 
(Supplemental Table. S1) and crossed reference with DRM proteomic studies (Supplemental 672 
Table. S2).  673 
 674 
Cloning  675 
IMK2 and KIN7 were cloned using classical gateway system with p221 as DNR plasmid and 676 
pGBW661 or pGBW641 as DEST plasmid comprising 35S promoter and C terminal tag GFP 677 
and TagRFP respectively. KIN7-AA and KIN7-DD were cloned using primers in 678 
supplemental table S4). Amplifications were run on plasmid containing the full-length cDNA 679 
(U12366 TAIR), purified with QIAquick gel extraction kit and inserted into p221 DNR (See 680 
Supplemental Table S4 for primer details) and then inserted into pDEST for stable expression 681 
in A . thaliana or for transient expression in N. benthamiana.  682 
 683 
Plant Material and Growth Conditions 684 
 685 
The following Arabidopsis transgenic lines were used: p35S:Lti6b-mCherry; p35S::PIP2;1-686 
GFP; pREM1.2:REM1.2-YFP, pREM1.3:REM1.3-YFP, p35S::PdBG1 (Benitez-Alfonso et 687 
al., 2013; Cutler et al., 2000; Jarsch et al., 2014; Prak et al., 2008; Szymanski et al., 2015).  688 
 689 
Generation of kin7.lrr1 loss-of-function Arabidopsis mutants and overexpressing KIN7 lines: 690 
Kin7 (SALK_019840) and lrr1 (WiscDsLoxHs082_03E) T-DNA insertional Arabidopsis 691 
mutants (background Col-0) were obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center 692 
(http://www.arabidopsis.org/). Single T-DNA insertion lines were genotyped and 693 
homozygous lines were crossed to obtain double homozygous kin7.lrr1.  694 
 695 
T-DNA insertional mutants kin7, lrr1 and double mutant kin7.lrr1 were confirmed via PCR 696 
amplification using T-DNA border primer and gene specific primers (Supplemental Table 697 
S4). For genotyping, genomic DNA was extracted from Col-0, kin7.lrr1 plants using 698 
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (ratio24:1), genomic DNA isolation buffer (200mM Tris HCL 699 
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PH7.5, 250mM NaCl, 25mM EDTA and 0.5% SDS) and isopropanol. PCR were performed 700 
with primers indicated in Supplemental Table S4.  701 
 702 
We generated p35S:KIN7-GFP, p35S:KIN7-S621D_S626D-GFP and p35S:KIN7-703 
S621A_S626A-GFP in kin7.lrr1 mutant background. Lack of KIN7 expression in the double 704 
mutant background and overexpression of KIN7-GFP KIN7-DD and KIN7AA was 705 
demonstrated by RT-PCR (Supplementary Fig. S5). For that, total mRNA was extracted from 706 
Arabidopsis line using RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (QIAGEN) and cDNA was produced using 707 
random and oligodT primers.  708 
 709 
For confocal microscopy, Arabidopsis seedlings were grown 6 days on agar plate 8g/L 710 
containing MS salts including vitamins 2,2g/L, sucrose 10g/L and MES 0,5g/L at pH 5,8 in a 711 
culture room at 22°C in long day light conditions (150µE/m²/s) followed by treatment with 712 
NaCl or mannitol (see below for details).  713 
 714 
For LR phenotyping, Arabidopsis seedlings were grown 9 days on agar plate 8g/L containing 715 
MS salts including vitamins 2,2g/L, sucrose 10g/L and MES 0,5g/L at pH 5,8 in a culture 716 
room at 22°C in long day light conditions (150µE/m²/s) for control conditions or 6 days then 717 
transferred to the same media supplemented with mannitol 0.4M for another 3 days.  718 
 719 
Mannitol and NaCl treatments 720 
For short-term treatment, mannitol (0.4 M solution) or NaCl (100 mM solution) were 721 
infiltrated in Arabidopsis cotyledons (for stable expression) or N. benthamiana leaves (for 722 
transient expression), and samples were immediately observed by confocal microscopy. For 723 
Arabidopsis roots, seedling were grown for 6 days on ½ MS 1% sucrose agar plates in long 724 
day conditions then transferred in liquid ½ MS 1% sucrose media containing 0.4 M mannitol 725 
for 3h before analysis (confocal live imaging or immunolocalisation against calloseon whole 726 
mount tissues). For control conditions, leaves/cotyledons were infiltrated with water and 727 
Arabidopsis roots incubated in ½ MS 1% sucrose media without mannitol.  728 
 729 
For long-term mannitol treatment, seedlings were grown for 6 days on ½ MS 1% sucrose agar 730 
plates in long day conditions, then transferred on ½ MS 1% sucrose agar plates containing 731 




Confocal live imaging 734 
For transient expression in N. Benthamiana, leaves of 3 week-old plants were pressure-735 
infiltrated with GV3101 agrobacterium strains, previously electroporated with the relevant 736 
binary plasmids. Prior to infiltration, agrobacteria cultures were grown in Luria and Bertani 737 
medium with appropriate antibiotics at 28°C for one days then diluted to 1/10 and grown until 738 
the culture reached an OD600 of about 0.8. Bacteria were then pelleted and resuspended in 739 
water at a final OD600 of 0.3 for individual constructs, 0.2 each for the combination of two.   740 
Agroinfiltrated N. benthamiana leaves were imaged 3 days post infiltration at room 741 
temperature using a confocal laser scaning microscope Zeiss LSM 880 using X63 oil lens. 742 
Immediately before imaging leaves were infiltrated with H2O, 0.4 M mannitol or 100 mM 743 
NaCl solutions supplemented with 20 µg/mL aniline blue (Biosupplies) for plasmodesmata 744 
co-localisation and PD index, ~ 0.5cm leaf pieces were cut out and mounted with the lower 745 
epidermis facing up onto glass microscope slides.  746 
For Arabidopsis lines, seedlings were grown for 6 days on ½ MS 1% sucrose agar plate prior 747 
to treatment. For cotyledon observation, seedlings were vacuum infiltrated with H2O or 0.4 M 748 
mannitol treatment supplemented with 20 µg/mL aniline blue and immediately mounted onto 749 
glass microscope slides with the lower epidermis facing up for confocal observation. For 750 
roots, seedling were incubated for 3h with appropriate solution before observation.  751 
For time-lapse imaging, KIN7 expressing Arabidopsis cotyledons were cut in half and dry 752 
mounted onto microscope glass and cover slip, and 0.4 M mannitol solution was gently 753 
injected between glass and cover slip, and immediately followed by imaging. 754 
For GFP and YFP imaging, excitation was performed with 2-8% of 488 nm laser power and 755 
fluorescence emission collected at 505-550 nm and 520-580 nm, respectively. For mRFP 756 
imaging, excitation was achieved with 2-5% of 561 nm laser power and fluorescence 757 
emission collected at 580-630 nm. For aniline blue imaging, excitation was performed with 758 
0,5 to 6% of 405 nm laser power and fluorescence emission collected at 420-480 nm. For co-759 
localisation sequential scanning was systematically used. 760 
 761 
PD index  762 
Plasmodesmata depletion or enrichment was assessed by calculating the fluorescence 763 
intensity ratio between the GFP/YFP/mRFP/mCherry-tagged protein intensity at 764 
plasmodesmata (indicated PDLP1-mRFP or aniline blue) versus the plasma membrane 765 
outside plasmodesmata. Confocal images of leaf/cotyledon or roots epidermal cells (N. 766 
benthamiana or Arabidopsis) were acquired by sequential scanning of PDLP1-mRFP or 767 
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aniline blue (as plasmodesmata markers) and GFP/YFP/mRFP/mCherry-tagged (for confocal 768 
setting see above). About thirty images of leaf epidermis cells were acquired with a minimum 769 
of three biological replicates. Individual images were then processed using Fiji by defining 770 
five to twenty regions of interest (ROI) at plasmodesmata (using plasmodesmata marker to 771 
define the ROI) and five to twenty ROIs outside plasmodesmata. The ROI size and imaging 772 
condition were kept the same. The GFP/YFP/mRFP/mCherry-tagged protein mean intensity 773 
was measured for each ROI then averaged for single image. The plasmodesmata index 774 
corresponds to intensity ratio between fluorescence intensity of proteins at plasmodesmata 775 
versus outside the pores. ( ee Supplemantal Fig. S1) 776 
 777 
Callose quantification in Arabidopsis roots by whole-mount immunolocalisation 778 
Arabidopsis seedlings were grown on ½ MS 1% sucrose agar plate for 6 days then incubated 779 
3 hours in ½ MS 1% sucrose liquid media for control condition or ½ MS 1% sucrose liquid 780 
media containing 0.4 M mannitol, prior to fixation. The immunolocalization procedure was 781 
done according to Boutté et al. 2014 (Boutté and Grebe, 2014). The callose antibody 782 
(Australia Biosupplies) was diluted to 1/300 in MTSB (Microtubule Stabilizing Buffer) 783 
containing 5% of neutral donkey serum. The secondary anti-mouse antibody coupled to 784 
TRITC (tetramethylrhodamine) was diluted to 1/300 in MTSB buffer containing 5% of 785 
neutral donkey serum. The nucleus were stained using DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phénylindole) 786 
diluted to 1/200 in MTSB buffer for 20 minutes. Samples were then imaged with a Zeiss LSM 787 
880 using X40 oil lens. DAPI excitation was performed using 0,5% of 405 laser power and 788 
fluorescence collected at 420-480 nm; GFP excitation was performed using 5% of 488 nm 789 
laser power and fluorescence emission collected at 505-550 nm; TRITC excitation was 790 
performed with 5% of 561 nm power and fluorescence collected at 569-590 nm. All the 791 
parameters were kept between experiments to allow quantifications.  792 
Callose deposition was then quantified using Fiji software. Callose fluorescence intensity was 793 
measured at the apico-basal cell walls of epidermal cells and internal layers endodermal and 794 
cortex cells for the “inner tissues”. A total of 20 cell wall intensity were measured per cell 795 
lineage (e.g. 20 epidermal; 20 endodermal + 20 cortex) per roots, 10 roots per transgenic 796 
lines. Two biological replicate were done. 797 
 798 
LR number and  LR primordium developmental stage quantifications  799 
Arabidopsis seedling were grown 9 days on ½ MS 1%sucrose agar plates for control or 6 days 800 
on ½ MS 1% sucrose agar plates then transferred for 3 days on ½ MS 1% sucrose agar plates 801 
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supplemented with 0.4 M mannitol. The number of emerged LRs and LR primordia (from 802 
stage 2) was imaged and quantified using a macroscope Axiozoom Leica with a 150X 803 
magnification. LR primordium stages were analysed according to (Péret et al., 2012). 804 
Root length was measured by using Image J software after taking pictures of the plates with 805 
Biorad Chemidoc.   806 
 807 
Sterol and sphingolipid inhibitor Treatments 808 
For sterols and sphingolipids inhibitor experiments, 5 days-old seedlings were transferred to 809 
MS agar plates containing 100 g/mL Fenpropimorph (stock solution 100 mg/mL in DMSO) 810 
or 100 nM Metazachlor (stock solution 1 mM in DMSO). Control plates contained an equal 811 
amount of 0.1% DMSO solvent. Seedlings were observed by confocal microscopy 48h after 812 
treatment and lipid analysis was performed in parallel (see below for details). 813 
 814 
Lipid Analysis  815 
For the analysis of total fatty acids by GC-MS (FAMES), Arabidopsis seedlings were 816 
harvested 48h after transfer on MS plates containing 100nM Metazachlor or 0.1%DMSO. 817 
Transmethylation and trimethylsilylation of fatty acids from 150mg of fresh material was 818 
performed as describe in (Magali S. Grison et al., 2015). An HP-5MS capillary column 819 
(5%phenyl-methyl-siloxane, 30-m, 250-mm, and 0.25-mm film thickness; Agilent) was used 820 
with helium carrier gas at 2 mL/min; injection was done in splitless mode; injector and mass 821 
spectrometry detector temperatures were set to 250°C; the oven temperature was held at 50°C 822 
for 1 min, then programmed with a 25°C/min ramp to 150°C (2-min hold) and a 10°C/min 823 
ramp to 320°C (6-min hold). Quantification of non-hydroxylated and hydroxylated fatty acids 824 
was based on peak areas that were derived from the total ion current.  825 
For sterols analysis by GC-MS, Arabidopsis seedlings were harvested 48h after transfer on 826 
MS plates containing 100µg/mL Fenpropimorph or 0.1%DMSO. A saponification of 150mg 827 
of fresh material was performed by adding 1 mL of ethanol containing the internal standard g-828 
cholestanol (25µg/mL) and 100 mL of 11 N KOH and incubating it for 1 h at 80°C. After the 829 
addition of 1 mL of hexane and 2 mL of water, the sterol-containing upper phase was 830 
recovered and evaporated under an N2 gas stream. Sterols were derivatized by BSTFA as 831 
described for FAMEs and resuspended in 100 µL of hexane before analysis by GC-MS (see 832 
FAME analysis).  833 
 834 
Phylogenetic Tree Construction 835 
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Sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree building were performed with SeaView version 4 836 
multiplatform program. Alignment algorithm chosen was ClustalW and PhyML version 3 was 837 
used to reconstruct maximum-likelihood tree of  34 clade III LRR-RLKs (Hove et al., 2011) 838 
 839 
Statistical analysis 840 
Statistical analyses were done using “R” software. For all analyses, we applied “Wilcoxon 841 
rank sum test” which is a non-parametrical statistical test commonly used for small range 842 
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Figure 1. IMK2 and KIN7 are PM-associated LRR-RLKs that re-organise at plasmodesmata upon salt and mannitol treatments. 
A-D, Transient expression in N. Benthamiana epidermal cells of IMK2-GFP and KIN7-GFP LRR-RLKs expressed under 35S promoter and 
visualised by confocal microscopy. In control conditions, the two LRR-RLKs localise exclusively at the PM and present no enrichment at 
plasmodesmata, which are marked by PDLP1-mRFP. Upon NaCl 100 mM (A, B) or mannitol 0.4 M (C, D) treatment (5-30 min) the two LRR-
RLKs relocalise to plasmodesmata (arrowheads). Yellow-boxed regions are magnification of areas indicated by yellow arrowheads. Enrichment at 
plasmodesmata versus the PM was quantified by the PD index, which correspond to the fluorescence intensity ratio of the LRR-RLKs at 
plasmodesmata versus the PM in control and abiotic stress conditions (see Methods for details and Supplemental Fig. S1). n=4 experiments, 3 
plants/experiment, 10 measures/plant. Wilcoxon statistical analysis: * p-value <0.05; ** p-value<0.01; *** p-value <0.001 
 E, Transient expression in N. Benthamiana epidermal cells of KIN7-TagRFP and PMA2-GFP expressed under 35S promoter and visualised by 
confocal microscopy. Top surface view of a leaf epidermal cell showing the uniform and smooth distribution pattern of KIN7-TagRFP and PMA2-
GFP at the PM under control conditions. Mannitol treatment causes a relocalisation of KIN7-TagRFP, but not of PMA2-GFP, into microdomain-
like structures at the PM on the upper epidermal cell surface. Intensity plot along the white dashed line visible on the confocal images. n=2 
experiments, 3 plants/experiment. Scale bars= 10 m. 
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Figure 2
Figure 2. Re-organisation of KIN7 at plasmodesmata upon abiotic stress occurs remarquably fast. 
Stable Arabidopsis line expressing KIN7-GFP, under 35S promoter and visualised by confocal microscopy. All images have been color-coded 
through a heat-map filter to highlight clustering at plasmodesmata.   
A-D, In control conditions, KIN7-GFP localises exclusively at the PM in cotyledons (A-C) or root epidermis (D) and is not enriched at 
plasmodesmata (marked by aniline blue staining, arrowheads). B are magnified regions indicated by yellow arrowheads in A. Upon mannitol 0.4 M 
treatment, KIN7 relocalises to plasmodesmata where it becomes enriched (A and D, white arrowheads). Intensity plots along the white dashed lines 
are shown for KIN7-GFP localisation pattern in control and mannitol conditions.  
E, Time-lapse imaging of KIN7-GFP relocalisation upon mannitol exposure. Within less than two minutes plasmodesmata localisation already 
visible (white arrowhead). Please note re-organisation is faster when KIN7 is stably expressed (less than 5 min when stably expressed, 5-30 min 
when transiently expressed) 
F, Shows a color-coding bar for heat-map images. 
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Figure 3. Conditional plasmodesmal association is not a general feature of PM-associated proteins 
 A, In control conditions, KIN7-GFP, the PM-associated protiens Lti6b-mCherry, PIP2;1-GFP, PMA2-GFP, REM1.2-YFP and REM1.3-YFP show 
localisation to the PM and are not enriched at plasmodesmata (stained with aniline blue, arrowheads). Mannitol 0.4 M treatment (1-5 min) induces 
the re-organisation of KIN7 at plasmodesmata, while other PM-associated proteins stay excluded from plasmodesmata. Single confocal scan images 
of Arabidopsis transgenic seedlings (KIN7-GFP, Lti6b-mCherry, PIP2;1-GFP, REM1.2-YFP and REM1.3-YFP) or N. benthamiana leaves 
transiently expressing PMA2-GFP. Yellow boxed regions are magnifications of areas indicated by yellow arrowheads. 
B, PD index for each PM-associated protein tested in A in control and mannitol conditions. n=3, 3 plants/line/experiment, 3 to 6 cells/plant, 5-10 



































































































































































































Figure 4. Mannitol-induced relocalisation of KIN7 is independent of sterols and sphingolipids. 
A-C, Stable Arabidopsis line expressing KIN7-GFP, under 35S promoter and visualised by confocal microscopy after sterol- or very long chain 
GIPC- biosynthesis inhibitor treatments and mannitol 0.4 M exposure (1-5min). Arabidopsis seedlings were grown on normal agar plates for 5 days 
and then transferred to 100 g/mL Fenpropimorph (FEN100), 100 nM Metazachlor (MZ100) or 3% DMSO agar plates for 48h. Compared to control 
(DMSO) conditions, FEN100 and MZ100 induce a slight increase in plasmodesmata localisation as indicated by the PD index (B, C) but KIN7-
GFP was still preferentially located at the PM.  Despite the lipid inhibitor treatments KIN7-GFP was nevertheless capable of re-organising at 
plasmodesmata after mannitol treatment. A, Confocal single scan images. Yellow-boxed regions are magnification of areas indicated by yellow 
arrowheads. B, C, PD indexes corresponding to panel A. n=3 experiments, 3 plants/line/experiment, 3 to 6 cells/plant, 5-10 ROI for PM and 
plasmodesmata per cell. 
D, Localisation pattern of AtREM1.2-mCitrine in Arabidopsis cotyledons after 48h FEN100 and MZ100 treatments showing reduced lateral 
organisation into microdomains at the epidermal cell surface upon lipid inhibitors.  
E, Sterol quantification after FEN100 treatment by gaz chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry. Left, Arabidopsis seedlings treated with 
FEN100 presented a 20% decrease of the total amount of sterols after 48h. Right, relative proportion of sterol species in Arabidopsis seedling treated 
with FEN100 showing cycloartenol accumulation of 22,5%. Black: normal sterols; Red: cyloartenol. (n=3) Bars indicate SD.  
F, Total Fatty Acid Methyl Esthers (FAMES) quantification after MZ100 treatment by gaz chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry. VLCFA 
>24 (hydroxylated and non-hydroxylated) are reduced by 30% on metazaclhor. (n=3) Bars indicates SD.  
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Figure 5. KIN7 phosphorylation regulates plasmodesmata association upon mannitol treatment.  
A-C, Stable Arabidopsis lines expressing KIN7-GFP, KIN7-DD-GFP (phosphomimic variant S621D-S626D) and KIN7-AA-GFP (phosphodead 
variant S621A-S626A) under 35S promoter and visualised by confocal microscopy. Plasmodesmata were labelled by aniline blue (arrowheads).  
In control condition KIN7 and the phosphodead mutant, KIN7-AA showed a smooth localisation pattern at the PM (A) with no significant 
plasmodesmata association (B, C). The phosphomimic KIN7-DD however, displayed a weak but significant plasmodesmata localisation with a shift 
of its PD index from 0.99 to 1.20 (A-C). After mannitol (0.4 M) exposure (1-5 min), KIN7 and KIN7-DD similarly relocalise at plasmodesmata 
with a PD index of 1.52 and 1.53, respectively. Re-organisation to plasmodesmata was significantly less effective for KIN7-AA (A-C), with a PD 
index barely reaching 1.20 upon mannitol. For the phosphodead KIN7-AA mutant, plasmodesmata-association was not systematic as shown in red 
boxes in A. A, Confocal single scan images. Yellow-boxed regions are magnification of areas indicated by yellow arrowheads. B, C PD indexes 
corresponding to panel A. n=3 experiments, 3 plants/line/experiments, 3 to 6 cells/plants, 5 to 10 ROI for PM and PD/cells. Wilcoxon statistical 
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Figure 6. KIN7 is involved in root development and response to mannitol. 
A, LR number in wild type Col-0, kin7.lrr1 mutant, kin7.lrr1 expressing KIN7-GFP, KIN7-DD-GFP, KIN7-AA-GFP under 35S promoter. 
Arabidopsis lines were grown for 9 days on MS plates for control conditions, or 6 days then transferred to MS plate containing 0.4 M mannitol 
before root phenotyping. LR number is represented by white and red box plots for control and mannitol treatment, respectively. In control conditions, 
kin7.lrr1 mutant displays a decrease of LR number compared to the wild type. Overexpression of KIN7 and the phosphomimic KIN7-DD reverse 
this phenotype with more LR. Overexpression of KIN7-AA phosphodead only partially rescues kin7.lrr1 LR number phenotype. In response to 
mannitol treatment, Col-0 wild type and Arabidopsis seedlings overexpressing KIN7 and KIN7-DD in kin7.lrr1 mutant background all showed a 
decrease in LR number, whereas kin7.lrr1 and kin7.lrr1 overexpressing KIN-AA display the same number of LR as in control conditions. B, The 
primary root length was measured in parallel to the LR (A) using FIJI software. None of the lines tested presented a significant root length difference 
compare to Col-0 in control conditions (white box plot). After mannitol treatment, all the lines were similarly affected with a reduction of the primary 
root length (red box plot), with the KIN7-DD and KIN7-AA showing a slight increase in their root length compared to Col-0.  n=2 experiments, 10 
plants/line/experiments. Wilcoxon statistical analysis: * p-value <0.05; ** p-value<0.01; *** p-value <0.001. Scale bars= 10 m. C, LR primordium 
stages, Top, Graphical summary of the gravistimulation and the development stages of the LR primordia adapted from Péret et al. 2012. Bottom, 
the LR primordium stages were determined 18h and 42h after gravistimulation, and are color-coded respectively in black and red. At 18h, the 
kin7.lrr1 mutant display a delay in LR primordium initiation with the absence of LR primordium initiation (stage 0) in 35% of the plants observed. 
At 42h both the kin7.lrr1 mutant and KIN7-AA-GFP expressing lines showed a delay in LR primordium compared to other lines, with no stage VI 
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Figure 7. Callose and plasmodesmata trafficking is modulated upon mannitol treatment 
A-C, A, representative scheme showing the root cell lineage with epidermal cells coloured in red and internal layers coloured in blue. The same 
colour code has been conserved in the box plot representation to facilitate the lecture of the figure. B, Callose level quantifications; upon mannitol 
treatment (3h, 0.4 M mannitol) callose levels are down regulated in internal layers (blue) of the root while being up regulated in the epidermis (red). 
C, Representative confocal images of callose immunofluorescence (red) in wild type Col-0 Arabidopsis roots in control and mannitol treatment. 
DAPI staining of DNA (blue) was performed to highlight the cellular organisation of root tissues. Scale bar 10 m. 
D-E, Arabidopsis seedlings expressing pSUC2::GFP in under control and mannitol treatment (16h, 0.4 M mannitol). GFP symplastic unloading 
from the phloem to surrounding tissues is modified under mannitol treatment. We observed a reduction of GFP diffusion in epidermal cells, which 
































































































































Figure 8. KIN7 is involved in callose regulation at plasmodesmata, which depends on KIN7 phosphorylation status. 
A-B, Quantification of callose levels in Col-0, kin7.lrr1 mutant, kin7.lrr1 overexpressing KIN7-GFP, KIN7-DD-GFP or KIN7-AA-GFP Arabidopsis 
roots. Seedlings were grown for 6 days on MS plates. Both kin7.lrr1 and kin7.lrr1 expressing KIN7-AA present a defect in callose deposition with 
reduced levels internal tissues and in epidermal cells, compared to the Col-0. In the opposite way, overexpression of KIN7 and KIN7-DD 
phosphomimic induces an increase in callose deposition. (A) Representative confocal images of callose immunofluorescence (red) in roots. DAPI 
staining of DNA (blue) was performed to highlight the cellular organisation of root tissues. (B) Callose quantifications in internal root cell layers 
and epidermal cells. 
C, LR number in wild type Col-0 and PdBG1 overexpressing line. Arabidopsis lines were grown for 9 days on MS plates for control conditions, or 
6 days then transferred to MS plate containing 0.4 M mannitol before root phenotyping. LR number is represented by white and red box plots for 
control and mannitol treatment, respectively. In control conditions, PdBG1 over expressor displays a decrease of LR number compared to the wild 
type. In response to mannitol treatment, Col-0 wild type and Arabidopsis seedlings overexpressing PdBG1 showed a decrease in LR number. The 
primary root length was measured in parallel to the LR (A) using FIJI software. None of the lines tested presented a significant root length difference 
compare to Col-0 in control conditions (white box plot). After mannitol treatment, all the lines were similarly affected with a reduction of the primary 
root length (red box plot). 
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